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DESIGNING FOR THE LIFE SCIENCES
I am a designer, writer, and synthetic biologist
based out of Calgary, Alberta, Canada. I hold both
a Master of Biomedical Technology (2014) and a
Bachelor of Health Sciences in Bioinformatics (2013)
from the University of Calgary.
Throughout my career, I have encountered
countless fascinating and novel ideas in the life
sciences, with the potential to revolutionize how we
manufacture goods, grow food, and treat disease.
My passion is creating designs that share stories of
technology and innovation to the world.
This is a small sample of my work. For more details,
feel free to reach out by email or by phone.
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BRANDING
FREDSENSE TECHNOLOGIES CORP.
FREDsense is a synthetic biology water
instrumentation company based in Calgary,
Canada. The company spun out from a project in
the International Genetically Engineered Machines
(iGEM) competition.
FREDsense’s main product is a novel electrochemical
biosensor for environmental toxins in water. I aimed
to capture this unique combination of technologies
by incorporating both biological and electrical motifs
into the logomark.
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PRINT/DIGITAL PUBLISHING
UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
The Innovator’s Handbook is a comprehensive guide
for graduate students at the University of Alberta
who may be interested in pursuing an innovative
idea. The book outlines the University’s intellectual
property policies and numerous resources that can
help a student entrepreneur.
Along with the design work for this book, I also
conducted the research, interviews, and copywriting.
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PRINT/DIGITAL PUBLISHING
BIOALBERTA
Alberta’s life science industry association published a
directory of its members and partners, with profiles
on life science startups, large multinationals, and
support organizations. I compiled the collected data
and designed the directory for digital and print.
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USER INTERFACE
SEQUENCE2SCRIPT
Within 72 hours, our team built this software tool
for the Neuro Nexus health hackathon in 2019.
Sequence2Script takes a patient’s genetic results,
searches online databases for drugs that may
interact with their genotype, and generates a report
for their doctors. As the design lead, I built the input
form and report layout based on user feedback from
lab technicians and doctors.
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THANK YOU!
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